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MESSAGE FROM THE BOARD
Our dear members: as you can likely guess,
both us humans and our deer neighbors have
spent the last quarter continuing to recover
from hurricane Irma’s after-effects. From the
deer’s standpoint , one of the biggest
challenges was to forge new trails through
woods and neighborhoods and find available
sources of water and forage. This has been
easier in some areas than others, as our first
article below discusses. In some unfortunate
cases, the deer’s search for food proved
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deadly – most prominently along the 1.5 mile
stretch of US1 leading
into Big Pine Key
from the east that used to be lined with a
deer-proof fence before the storm. The
fence was completely destroyed by Irma
(along with the flashing deer-warning signs),
opening up access to the highway for the
deer. Parts of it have a relatively wide,
grass-covered median where, due to the
road’s elevation, the lush grass survived. It
was soon discovered by the hungry deer who
then regularly ventured into the middle of
the highway to feed. As the inevitable
result, 8 deer were killed by cars in just a
few weeks around the intersection of Long
Beach Rd. with US1.
One of Save Our Key Deer’s (SOKD’s) longterm goals - to reduce vehicle-deer
collisions – was thus made even more urgent
after Irma, and has thus been our main
activity in the past 4 months. We contacted
the Florida Dept. of Transportation (FDOT)
about the immediate need to, at least
temporarily, repair the downed deer fence
and put-up temporary flashing sign boards
warning motorists that the fence is down,
and unsuspecting deer cross the road. We
created our own small signs and placed
them in strategic areas. We then attended
a regular meeting of the Board of County
Commissioners (11/14/2017) where we
asked for their support for three issues: 1)
Back our plea to FDOT to do immediate
temporary repairs of the US1 deer fence; 2)
Support our request to FDOT to provide
long-needed signage from Mile Marker 19
(Sugarloaf Key) into Big Pine, informing
motorists that Key deer do indeed also live
on those islands and cross US1 (i.e. not just
on Big Pine, as present signage wrongly
states); 3) Support our request to the
Monroe County Sheriff Office (MCSO) to
provide more speed limit enforcement
within the deer habitat to reduce collisions
with deer and increase public safety. Being
given 10 minutes for our presentation “and
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not a second more” it was quite nerve
wracking to pack everything in…but worth it!
While still at the meeting the County
Administrator sent an e-mail to FDOT on our
behalf. The result was that the fence repairs
began immediately – and since then we are not
aware of a single additional deer fatality in
the grass median areas. The speed limit
enforcement plea warrants its own story – see
below. The additional needed signage for deer
living outside of Big Pine and No Name remains
a work in progress.
Throughout these efforts many of you played
an extremely important role for which the
SOKD Board is extremely grateful: we had
issued several “Calls to Action” for our
members to write letters or e-mails to FDOT,
BOCC and MCSO, showing support for SOKD’s
requests. Starting with the first (successful!)
one on 10/16/2017 asking for the placement
of flashing billboard lights warning of deer in
the downed-fence US1 section (which resulted
in two such signs being placed, one from FDOT
and one from MCSO), your communications on
SOKD’s behalf brought much attention in each
case and are much of the reason things got
done. THANK YOU!!! Our latest call –
specifically asking for the hurricane debris
removal contractor to have their trucks obey
speed limits– got a personal response from
State Representative, Holly Raschein who
promised to relay our message to FDOT. Since
we use the SOKD’s Facebook Page to announce
these “Call to Action” opportunities, please
make sure you sign up on it if you haven’t yet
done so, and check it regularly.
SOKD’s other on-going effort continues to be
establishing viable relationship(s) with
veterinarians that are willing to assist SOKD in
cases where human-caused injury or influence
warrants helping the deer. We are happy to
report that despite initial setbacks, we are
making major progress: Already before Irma
hit, we have been in conversations with
several top-university veterinary schools
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around the country, and several veterinarians
from those universities have shown interest in
Key deer health issues. Most recently,
veterinarians at the Miami Zoo as well as a
major university have themselves reached out
to SOKD to explore collaboration(!!)
Additionally, a Keys-established and awarded
vet has also agreed to provide assistance in a
future project we’ll let you know about in the
next newsletter.
All the serious stuff aside, we hope you enjoy
the rest of our newsletter, featuring our
newly-developed relationship with the County
Sheriff, updates on “Survivor Fawn” and
“Broken Arrow” featured in the last issue,
some interesting facts about antlers, and a
feature on a unique donation item we received
recently. As always, we greatly appreciate
your support and your enthusiasm for the Key
deer!
Last-minute news addition: Deer Tragedy
on BPK’s Long Beach Drive – As we got to
press - formatting and e-distributing this
newsletter, we have to report to you, with
a very heavy heart, a very bad situation
that just occurred in the first few days of
February. A resident in the western section
of BPK’s Long Beach Drive recently rescued
a chicken left by someone in the area, and
keeps it in a cage. Before leaving the Keys
for a trip and entrusting their property to a
house-sitter, the owners obtained from
their friends (living on BPK main) a large
plastic garbage bag full of cracked corn
meant as food for the chicken. The large
bag was left unprotected where animals
could get to it, and the deer found it. Of
the 12 or so deer left alive after Irma along
the western stretch of Long Beach Dr., we
are not sure how many participated in
gorging themselves on this potentially
deadly food. Cracked corn and other very
high carbohydrate unnatural foods can be
deadly to ruminant animals if they are
suddenly introduced into the diet in large
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quantities. They cause the pH of their
stomachs to drop precipitously due to lactic
acid build up and the animals are effectively
poisoned. (For a “straight from the hip”
discussion of this problem, see http://
www.buckmanager.com/2016/01/13/corntoxicity-acidosis-in-white-tailed-deer/ )Or
Google “acidosis in deer”). There is no cure.
However, hydration for the deer that don’t go
into the lethal “can’t get up stage” is pivotal
for survival.
The results of this incident have,
unfortunately, already been deadly and could
be devastating: One otherwise extremely
healthy young buck, “Two Plus One” (pictured
below) has perished 2/3-4/2018, with
undigested cracked corn in his feces and after
being observed with classic signs of what we
now recognize as rumen acidosis by two SOKD

“Two Plus One” - R.I.P.
board members. One of the resident does
(pregnant) has not been seen since, and all 3
of the oldest resident bucks and one doe are
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very sick (including “Marco” – see the antler
story below), all with stools having
undigested pieces of cracked corn. The
Refuge has been informed of the situation and
had picked-up the dead buck. You can follow
this unfortunate and very preventable story
on SOKD’s Facebook page and web site…AND
tell your friends in the northern states to NOT
give their mainland deer cracked corn!!!
POST-IRMA UPDATE: DEER POPULATION
NUMBERS AND ENVIRONMENTAL
OBSERVATIONS
The question how many Key deer perished as
the result of hurricane Irma continues to be
asked, and there is much misinformation in
the media, so SOKD felt it is important to
compile the latest information for our
members. In a 10/19/2017 press release, the
Refuge stated: “So far the refuge has
positively confirmed 21 storm-related Key deer
deaths.” Understandably, there was no
organized attempt to try to locate post-Irma
deer carcasses in the mostly impenetrable
brush after the storm, and in places like Long
Beach Dr. and the outer islands that got
completely washed over by a 8-16+ foot
combined storm surge and wave height (as
reported by NOAA), most of the deer got
simply washed out to Coupon Bight or the sea.
So the “21” represents just the number of
dead deer reported to the Refuge. Many
deaths remained unreported, such as 3 from
one individual and 5 from another that we
know of. Nevertheless, (naïve) news articles
are appearing to this day stating that,
according to the Refuge, only 21 Key deer
perished due to Irma. The Refuge has not tried
to correct these subsequent reports.
The only scientific-based estimate of Irmarelated Key deer mortalities comes from pre
and post-hurricane survey data analyses by
Texas A & M University (TAMU) scientists.
Their report (https://www.fws.gov/
uploadedFiles/
Key%20Deer%20Hurricane%20Irma%20Report%2
SaveOurKeyDeer.org
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0October%202017(1).pdf ) utilizes deer
sighting data from the traditional road driveby surveys conducted in the months before
Irma and 13 surveys done in late-September to
early-October after the storm. The authors
caution that interpretation of the survey
results is difficult and subject to very large
error margins, partly and importantly due to
the differences in road-side conditions and
potential deer behavior changes affecting the
post-storm surveys. Indeed, from a strict
statistical perspective, results of such
significance tests as ANOVA and t-test show the
differences between the post-Irma survey
group and survey groups done in January and
February 2017 to be insignificant. Those that
still remember their Statistics 101 realize that
the lack of significant differences between the
groups does not mean no deer died during
Irma, but rather that the error confidence
intervals between the survey groups are too
large for firm, statistically strong conclusions.
Nevertheless with only those data being
available, TAMU attempted to use the mean,
and upper and lower 95% confidence interval
boundaries to essentially provide theoretical
“best case” and “worst case” scenarios.
Simply comparing the means of survey groups
done in Nov ’16, Dec ’16, Jan ’17 and Feb ’17
to the lower 95% CI boundary of the post-Irma
survey group (i.e. worst likely post-Irma survey
sighting numbers) yielded a 23% mortality loss.
Alternately, comparing the upper pre-Irma
limits (i.e. best case before the storm) to the
lower post-Irma limit (i.e. worst case after the
storm) yields a loss range over the 4 pre-Irma
survey groups of -28% to -68%, with an average
of -49.5%.
Based on the TAMU data and interpretation, it
is most reasonable to conclude – bearing in
mind all the problems inherent in the survey
methodology and changes in conditions
affecting the surveys due to the storm – that
the total Key deer loss was somewhere
between 23% and 50%. What has so-far not
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been brought forth, however, is that, based on
many physical and biological signs, the deer
mortality rate was likely highly variable
regionally. Based on residents’ direct
observations of deer in their neighborhoods
before and after the storm, as well as physical
evidence of storm surge height, force and
wreckage, the heaviest deer losses likely
occurred on the Long Beach Rd. peninsula and
neighboring islands. On the other hand, areas
such as Port Pine Heights on Big Pine Key
suffered much less force and damage, and
deer mortality there can be expected to have
been much, much lower. TAMU is planning
additional surveys in the future to better
define the deer population trends and storm
after-effects.
From an actual post-Irma population number
estimate, TAMU goes by a “conservative
estimate” of 759 Key deer left. The post-Irma
road survey confidence intervals are so wide,
however, that 900 or even 1000 deer are
within the range, which equates to the highend numbers taunted even before the
screwworm epidemic. Such high numbers
obviously strongly disagree with previously
computed mortality percentage estimates due
to screwworm, even when allowing for a
possible increased fecundity rate from its 3.5%
long-term trend.

Board Member, Dr. Jan Svejkovsky
performing salinity testing on No Name
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only other veritable source of information on
Key deer Irma-related mortality is from
residents within their habitat. Some 70+
participants of a SOKD survey started after the
storm have reported an average of 40% less
deer - although the great spatial mortality
variability mentioned above is very much
reflected in the resident reports. What makes
this data set important is that while a few
residents reported post-Irma counts as high as
87% of pre-storm counts, NOT A SINGLE
REPORT posted a gain in deer numbers. So if
everybody had a decline, averaging
@40%...where are these deer now?? All hiding
in some uninhabited-by-humans secret enclave
of BPK or NNK, or are they all partying on
uninhabited LPK?? Although anecdotal, the
residents’ observations have a striking
consistency which should not be ignored, and
they fit into TAMU’s total Key deer loss range.
The number of surviving deer and/or their
percentage loss on islands other than BPK and
NNK is at present unknown, since no successful
pre and post-Irma surveys were done. From
SOKD member reports we know some deer
survived on Cudjoe Key and Sugarloaf Key
where, unfortunately a young doe was
recently killed by a vehicle. The
subpopulations on both of these Keys are
important, since they are the result of a costly
reintroduction project done in 2003-2005. We
also know there are at least 5 deer surviving
on Big Munson Island, since workers repairing
the ruined Little Palm Island Resort next-door
have reported their visits. Most recently, SOKD
members surveyed the relatively unpopulated
Middle Torch Key and found not only bountiful
fresh signs of deer but pond salinity readings
well palatable to Key deer (2/3/2017).
Looking forward, the obvious obstacles to
survival for animals in the Keys is continued
water and food availability. With regard to
drinkable water, the Refuge announced back in
October that they will discontinue monitoring
it by the end of November 2017. With one of
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the driest “dry seasons” in recent history,
SOKD undertook it to themselves to test
water salinity levels in various parts of the
Key deer habitat in mid-January. In some
areas the results are alarming and were
forwarded to the Refuge, USFWS Dept. of
Ecology and TAMU scientists. See the
communication texts and salinity result
diagrams:https://saveourkeydeer.org/
1-28-18-drinking-water-survey-update/ .
(So far…no response)
The next question now is how quickly will
the Key’s plant life regenerate to regain its
pre-storm carrying capacity. One way to
study vegetation changes on a large scale
is with satellite imagery. Chlorophyll in
plant leaves absorbs and reflects certain
light wavelengths that differ with its
abundance and vigor. Of course, no leaves
means no chlorophyll and hence no special
absorption/reflectance. This can be
quantified with a “multispectral index”
called a Normalized Difference Vegetation
Index (NDVI). Changes in NDVI from one
satellite image to another over time reveal
spatial changes in vegetation growth that
can then be validated by field sampling.
One of SOKD’s Board members is a remote
sensing scientist and has, independently of
SOKD, begun to compile such data for
publication with other researchers. We offer
you here a sneak-peek at some of the initial
results and how they may impact the Key
deer:
It’s no surprise that Irma decimated much
vegetation on BPK and surrounding islands,
primarily by ripping leaves off trees
(completely denuding them in some areas) and
by killing underlying grasses and other plants
through salt inundation through its storm
surge. This is reflected by drastic NDVI value
decreases almost everywhere from pre-storm
values (not shown here). What happened next
depended very much on location and
vegetation type. The attached image shows
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Post-Irma NDVI change detection product showing areas of
regrowth (orange-red) and continuing decline (green-blue). “A”
marks sample areas of declined mangrove thickets.
the NDVI difference between 10/3/2017 and
1/04/2018. The data show that within just 3.5
months after Irma, many areas experienced
major leaf regrowth – particularly the
hammock areas on NNK, and areas roughly
north of Watson Blvd. on BPK, which sustained
generally less damage to begin with (orangered is good). On the other hand, significant
areas actually show a major DECREASE in NDVI
since 10/3/2017, indicating a continuing loss
of leaves and living chlorophyll since Irma
passed (green is bad). Some prominent
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examples areas are labeled “A” and occur
primarily on the southeastern part of NNK, and
along Long Beach Rd. and the neighboring

Newfound Harbor Islands. Field verification
shows that the “die-off” areas primarily
correspond to mangrove thickets. The story
there is that while some mangroves,
particularly red mangroves, retained some of
their leaves through the storm, but were not
able to maintain them since. Field sampling
also shows that in some of these areas black
mangroves shot out some new growth
immediately post-storm just like white
mangrove and green buttonwoods nearby but,
unlike the latter two, were unable to sustain
the new growth which has now shriveled (see
field photo).
So what do these observations imply for the
Key deer? First, none are starving or have a
chance of starving. But the longer-view
implication is that food availability has not
been simply increasing everywhere with time,
varying instead, based on location. Although
scientific literature states that Key deer
consume over a hundred species of plants, not
all offer full nutrition and not all are available
everywhere. One of the few science papers
discussing Key deer diet details found that
more than 24% of Key deer’s diet consists of
mangrove, with red and black mangrove
species having the highest “importance value”
SaveOurKeyDeer.org
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of all plants found in Key deer rumens
(Klimstra and Dooley 1990). Additionally, only
5 plant species comprised a full 40% of the
total volume of food consumed. Obviously, the
mangrove dependence may not be as strong
for deer living in the inland areas of the larger
islands where other vegetation types exist
that, based on the early NDVI analysis, have
significantly regenerated (e.g. thatch palm
berries are their favorite but seasonal). On
the other hand, deer occupying the hard-hit
mangrove areas with grass and other ground
level vegetation obliterated by the surge may
have seen their food variety and supply
continue to dwindle through the months after
the hurricane and, given the seasonality
aspect, this state will remain that way for the
next several months. We will keep you
updated on new observations as they become
available.
HELP US FREE LEFT-OVER COLLARED DEER!
As part of the screwworm epidemic response,
in late 2016, TAMU collared 30 Key deer does
with telemetry collars to enable tracking them

through the upcoming birthing season.
Historically, calving has been the most
dangerous time for livestock with screwworm
exposure, with upwards of 80% (yes – 80%) of
newborn cow calves dying on Florida ranches
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in the 50s
infestations.
The Key deer
telemetry
project
showed that,
by their
spring 2017
calving
season in the
Keys, the
deer were
mostly free
of the screwworm menace and no babies got
infected…at least as far as anyone knows. The
radio collars, however, did cause problems on
some of the does, causing their fur to rub off
and subsequent skin irritations. Hence, on
recommendations of some SOKD members’
observations, TAMU decided to remove
several of the collars during the 2017
summer. The rest of the collared does
were doing well, had their kids.
However, the Refuge and TAMU was
left with 8 final (unplanned) deer
with still-unremoved collars by the
time Irma struck. While it is great
news that most of them survived –
one died some 2 weeks after the
storm likely due to dehydration (#6
we believe), another got
subsequently killed by a car (#10 we
believe) – there are still 6 Key does
out there with now absolutely useless
collars! The problem these brave 6
Irma-survival-does face is that their
collar batteries ran out of juice in
November – they can no longer be
radiometrically located. Although it’s very
easy to cut their collars off with scissors,
without such human interaction they are
doomed to carry the non-functioning collars
for the rest of their life. Since many of them
are rather shy of humans, they will likely need
to be field-netted to have their collars
removed. In collaboration with the Keysresident TAMU tech person responsible for
SaveOurKeyDeer.org
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freeing these last deer of their collars, we ask
all of you to keep a keen eye out to see them
and immediately call the Key Deer Hotline:
888-404-3922, Ext. 7.
Attached is a map of their locations post-Irma,
before their locator batteries died. –
Remember that Key deer does don’t usually
change habitat ranges that radically, so
chances are high they are still likely in nearby
locations as depicted on the map! PLEASE
HELP!
MONROE COUNTY SHERIFF OFFICE STANDS
UP FOR KEY DEER!
As we noted above, one of SOKD’s requests at
the November BOCC meeting was to ask the
MCSO to increase enforcement of speed limits
in Key deer habitat. As a follow-on, SOKD

directly petitioned Sheriff Ramsey with the
request, and asked our members to write
letters and e-mails supporting the request to
Sheriff Ramsey. And the MCSO listened!
Lieutenant Coleman (pictured above with
SOKD board members Cheryl Lumbard and
Valerie Preziosi) proposed special projects to
address speed enforcement within the
Endangered Key deer habitat areas. Their first
move was with strategic patrol cars in midDecember. However, their main action was an
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operation over two weeks with extra patrols
timed specifically during the peak deer-kill
hours around dusk and dawn. This first
operation was looked at by the MCSO as a test
of a concept…and it proved a huge success!!
Over 24 shifts, there were 122 citations, 36
warnings and even 2 arrests. And a notable
drop in deer collisions. The idea is to have
people spread the word around, truckers,
tourists and residents, that the MCSO means
business in Key deer territory. And it’s by far
not just about the deer, but people safety as
well: several cases were clocked at over
80mph, and one – driving in the dark – at
102mph (no, that’s not a typo). Imagine (or
not!) a head-on crash or even side-swipe
collision with that car…
MCSO plans to continue such actions in the
future and to collaborate with SOKD. With
their interest in helping protect the deer and
further SOKD’s mission with other
collaborative activities, it was time for a
“Thank You!” gesture. It came in the form of
several gift baskets filled with custom-made
goodies cooked-up by our members. The
smiles in the picture tell all!
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such Adonis specimens among our present Key
deer herd! (See Toro below, left.) But we also
have numerous bucks who don’t quite show a
perfect left-right match on their rack. If you
wondered why, we have some interesting data
for you.
First, the notion that a deer buck grows an
additional “point” for each year of his age is
not true. Yes, more points mean older buck,
but it’s not simply a one-on-one. Second, after
a buck’s newborn antler stump starts to grow,
it remains very sensitive tissue for a long time
during which accidents by the deer can alter
the upcoming antler’s growth pattern.
Accidentally banging into a tree or a “play
fight” with another Key buck can seriously
damage the growing tissue and alter the
subsequent antler development. Most bucks
end-up fine, but just may not qualify for the
“Hartford Insurance ad model call”. Nongenetic abnormal antler growth is usually due
to injury or infection to 1) the antler pedicle
or 2) velvet when the antler is developing. In
the Keys, as elsewhere, many of us have seen
and photographed deer bucks with “haywire”
looking antlers, and here we feature “Marco”,

BTW – you’d be surprised how little our Sheriff
Dept. gets to keep from those tickets.
Mounting an operation like this actually ends
up as a potential loss on their balance sheets!
WHEN ANTLERS GROW HAYWIRE…
When people
imagine a fullgrown elk or
white-tail buck,
they generally
picture one
matching the
Hartford Insurance
symbol silhouette:
perfectly matched
left and right
antlers. And
indeed we have
SaveOurKeyDeer.org

a Key deer buck who this year had an unusual
rack (photo above). Marco’s full story will be
featured in the next newsletter. He is an
example of a Key deer buck with a pedicle
infection around his left antler, caused by
screwworm in October 2016. Back then he
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was identified for early anti-screwworm
treatment, shot with a tranquilizer dart,
treated and released (he was #10).
Thankfully, he survived the screwworm but his
wound remained infected on and off. So then
he grew multiple (3) antlers on that side
instead of the normal 1.
There is one other recognized reason, and
much more mysterious, for deer buck’s
growing weird antlers: LEG INJURY - most
often caused by deer-vehicle accidents. Pay
Attention now: Front leg injuries coincide
with antler deformation on the same side as
the injury — a front left leg injury will affect
the left antler. Rear leg injuries coincide with
antler deformation on the opposite side - a
rear left leg injury will affect the right antler.
Depending on the severity, injuries to the leg
may result in deformations to the antler in
consecutive years or the deer may make a full
recovery. The biological mechanism controlling
this relationship between leg injuries and
antler deformations is not fully understood but
is thought to be associated with reallocating
nutrients toward healing the leg injury, instead
of antler growth.
A Key deer example is (was, unfortunately)
“Left Turn” (photo at upper right by
Bette Baginski showing injured rear,
right leg/hip) or “Sideways” as BPK
neighbors had named this buck who
likely got hit by a car some years ago
but survived without vet interjection
and so his right back leg set at a mostly
unusable angle. Left Turn lived with his
disability for at least the past 3-4 years
growing a “weird” antler on the
opposite side of his head each year, and
actually did quite well…until Irma
ended his life. He was loved by his
small herd and all humans that lived on
his land. (For more info on deer antler
biology see https://
extension2.missouri.edu/G9486 )

SaveOurKeyDeer.org

FEATURED DEER UPDATES
In our last newsletter we specifically featured
two Key deer that we thought you’d find fun
to meet: The first was a baby buck, Bambi
spots and all, that showed-up last July trying
to join – with no mom – one of SOKD members’
local deer groups. While generally tolerated by
the adult deer (but often bullied by the other
youngsters), he ended-up being the only Irma
fawn survivor from that group. The other 5
fawns were never to be seen again and are
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likely dead. In awe of his survival feat, SOKD
invited our members to give him a name in a
contest. Your interest and imagination truly
blew us away, to the point where we decided

to give prizes not only to the winner (there
actually were 2, independently naming our
survivor buck “Phoenix” – symbolizing the
concept of ever-raising strong from
destruction), but also to 2nd and 3rd prize
winners, all of whom were featured on our
Facebook page. We are happy to report that
Phoenix is doing great, and is growing up fast.
By now he, of course, lost his spots and,
whenever he comes by, even started to
sometimes play-spar with some of the older
bucks in the hood (since he has no peers)!
And then there is … “Broken Arrow”, the
scarred-up bigger-than-all Big Bully who
managed to not get screwworm, broke one
antler tip in rut-fights in 2016 (hence his
name)…and an entire antler in 2017 …and
survived Irma!! This Mike Tyson of Key deer
has, since our last report, turned into…an Old
Man. Whom he very likely is. With the last rut
season past, “BA” has very much mellowed
out, tolerates other deer nearby, young and
old, and just likes to sun himself on cold days
and mellow in the shade on warmer ones.
While it’s obvious he is well aware of his size
advantage, he no longer cares to engage in
challenges, even playful ones, with other
bucks (OK, sometimes – he can even win from
SaveOurKeyDeer.org

the “sitting” position!) He’s literally gained
some gray hairs and continues to periodically
have a chronic condition on his hooves (which
SOKD is working to diagnose with outside
university vet assistance, since other Key deer
may be similarly affected), but that does not
seem to prevent him from periodically making
long-distance treks to check-out other hoods.
It is always a privilege to have old BA show up
and spend some time with us! As we publish
this newsletter, BA has indeed been very
sick for several days from getting into the
cracked corn on Long Beach Rd. but appears
to be improving gradually. We hope his
rumen is not permanently damaged, which
unfortunately often happens in non-lethal
cases.
SOKD’S UNIQUE-DONATION-OF-THE-QUARTER
As all of you know, we greatly appreciate all of
your financial donations – small, medium,
large, and XL. In a few cases, our members
have thought to donate unique items instead
of cash related to Key deer and the Keys. We
felt one such item we received recently needs
special recognition: a hand-made quilt made
by Ms. Polly Beard specifically for us! As you
can see from its image, this clever and
gorgeous king-size work of art features T-shirts
from many of the most famous Key West and
Lower Keys “drinking holes”. Originally
planned to be auctioned off on e-bay, SOKD is
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trying to interest one of Key West’s major
hotels to purchase the quilt for display in one
of their public areas – so it can be appreciated
by many Keys visitors in the future!

Thank you All for your
support!

SaveOurKeyDeer.org
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